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TIPS FOR MANAGEMENT
RIGHTS IN NSW
Choose your Financier Carefully
There is a common misconception in some sectors of the management rights industry. It goes
something like this: ‘I understand Queensland MLRs therefore I have got a handle on the
industry generally’.
While there are similarities to the
Queensland model in other states
there are also many traps for young
players. Having said that, there is
some real value to be had in NSW
for the well researched investor. If
the old adage about seeking expert
advice is true for Queensland then
it’s doubly so in NSW.
Choose your financier carefully and
ensure they have a working knowl-
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edge of the NSW legislation. Also
make sure they have access to an
expert management rights valuer
with experience interstate. The legislative environment in NSW is not
as well progressed as Queensland
and this is reflected in the multipliers. However, lenders who have taken the time to understand the NSW
market remain comfortable with
providing finance for selected good
quality properties.
There are many considerations relating to purchasing management
rights in NSW. From a lender’s point
of view two of these are critical.
First, unlike Queensland, the Strata
Schemes Management Act in NSW
does not allow for a lender’s rights

and responsibilities. In Queensland
the Body Corporate & Community
Management Act addresses the obligations of the body corporate
when a lender is relying on the
management rights agreements as
security. The corresponding legislation in NSW does not currently do
so. As a result a deed of consent
must be entered into between the
bank and the owners’ corporation.
Those of you with experience in the
industry will recall that prior to 2003
these deeds were also used in
Queensland. The problem that often arises is that the lawyers advising the owner’s corporation will request changes in the bank’s deed of
consent. The outcome is that often
there ensues a back and forth

process of negotiation around
the content of
the deed. The
process chews
up time and
money as the
parties attempt
to ensure that Mike Phipps
their particular, National BDM,
often conflict- Management Rights,
Suncorp
ing, wishes are
satisfied.
Experienced specialist MLR lenders
have pre-empted this problem in
NSW. In consultation with the industry it is possible to draw up a
template deed that, for the most
part, satisfies the requirements of
all parties. In this way most (if not
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tips for management rights in NSW

One Voice for NSW
Year 2006 commenced with
four independent groups of
management rights operators
in NSW. By October we saw the
formation and first annual
general meeting of an incorporated not-for-profit association
representing
management
rights operators throughout
NSW: the Australian Resident
Accommodation Managers Association (NSW) Inc. These four
independent groups of resident managers operated in
Sydney, Byron Bay, Mid North
Coast centred on Port Macquarie and Forster and in Merimbula on the far South Coast. While
Col Myers, a Southport-based
solicitor, had been working
with each of these groups, they
were mainly local bodies addressing local issues.
ARAMA has recognised the significant industry benefits if resources
and experiences could be shared
as part of a state and national approach. QRAMA, established in
1991, had recognised a similar
need to establish links with interstate operators of management
rights. In early 2006, ARAMA established a state management
committee (with two representatives from each branch) that looks
at state issues such as legislative
and licensing, communication
with other industry stakeholders
and provides support for members
to improve practices and operating
issues.
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provided with access to the resources of QRAMA, with recommended operating practices and
advice on national issues such as
GST. ARAMA welcomed an approach from Resort Brokers Australia who shared our vision for improved cooperation and coordination nationally. Resort Brokers
funded part of the development
costs ARAMA.
ARAMA’s inaugural AGM in
October 2006 brought owners of
management rights in NSW together to set common objectives
and work practices. The next challenge for the state committee has
been meeting with other industry
stakeholders. These industry stakeholder meetings have all been constructive and the efforts and objectives of ARAMA have been appreciated in every case.

ARAMA members have been

One such meeting was with
the Institute of Strata Title Man-

all) of the possible owner’s corporation objections to the deed’s standard content are addressed from
the outset. Saves time, money and
stress which has got to be a good
thing.
The second critical matter is the
term of the agreements. Following
changes to the NSW legislation in
2003 (the changes in Queensland
in 2003 are coincidental in terms of
timing) the term of the management agreement was limited to 10
years. The term of the exclusive agreement to provide letting services
was not included in this restriction.
While the changes were not retro-

spective the net result is that post
2003 agreements will often have differing terms. From a lender’s viewpoint this creates some challenges.
Given that MLR value is, to some degree, predicated on term of agreements, what is the asset really
worth? Also, over what term
should the finance be provided given the differing termination dates of
the
assets
being
funded?
Notwithstanding the possibility of a
term top up via new agreements
these are serious considerations.
In summary, some great opportunities in a growing market. Just make
sure you get the right advice!

agers, recognising that co-operation and understanding between
the resident manager and the
strata manager is key part of the
success of any scheme.
We met with the Real Estate
Institute and have been invited to
have further discussions with this
peak real estate industry body on
holiday letting practices.
ARAMA has met with the
office of the minister for Fair
Trading and with the Office of Fair
Trading. As we operate in a highly
regulated environment, dialogue
with the regulators is an ongoing
issue, especially as both strata legislation and licensing requirements
have a great impact on the operation of our industry.
Two state committee members
addressed the Owners Corporation
Network. Readers will recognise as
correspondents to Resort News,

prominent OCN members Stephen
Goddard and Jimmy Thomson.
This meeting highlighted the
lack of understanding by owners
of the role of the management
rights model and the much wider
responsibilities that the resident
manager
has
than
a
caretaker/building manager who
does not own a unit in the
complex, is not a member of the
owners corporation, is not licensed
by OFT and does not operate a
letting business for owners.
A common point from the discussions was the lack of understanding by other stakeholders of
the role and benefits provided by
the resident manager, an issue
that needs to be addressed by
ARAMA and its members. While
the owners in holiday complexes
generally understand the role of
the resident managers as an
owner, letting agent and caretak-

Interest only and flexible products
Borrow 75% of purchase price
Arranged finance for over 300 Buildings
Personal professional and timely service assured
Free client service • 7 day access
MARK RYALL

Phone: 07 5564 1100 Fax: 07 5564 14 09
mark@mrmfinance.com.au
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Buying & Selling in NSW
provided by a
caretaking contractor who has
not made an investment in the
complex by purchasing the
management
rights. The rights Jeff Beere
of investor own- President ARAMA
ers are frequently ignored by owner occupiers.

ing contractor, resident owners in
city buildings have shown very
little understanding of the contracts associated with their property purchase.
Many have failed to understand
the limited obligations and services

The viability and future of
management rights in NSW will be
enhanced as we establish our position in the industry. The industry
only succeeds if each stakeholder
group has clear objectives and understands what other stakeholders
are contributing. We must earn
the support and respect of other
stakeholders by the standards
achieved by our members.

From an accounting perspective there
are not a lot of differences between
buying in Queensland or NSW.
The following matters need also to
be considered when buying a
Management Rights business in NSW:
•

The type of business structure that
will acquire and operate the management rights.

•

The profit verification procedure
that is required.

•

Use an industry experienced investigating accountant.

•

Ensuring all Income Tax, ABN and
where applicable GST, registrations
are in place.

•

That finance arrangements are
structured to maximize interest tax
deductibility

•

Recognise the taxation and cash
flow implications for debt reduction.

•

Trust Account software be compatible with NSW legislation.

•

The Trust Account Auditor needs to
be a Registered Company Auditor
with ASIC

You too can benefit
from the expert
advice and
experience of
the management
rights industry
specialists.

Unlike Queensland with 3 visits only
an annual audit visit is required.

•

Stamp Duty rates differ in each state.

The following matters need also to
be considered when selling a
Management Rights business in NSW:
•

Keeping accurate and up to date accounting figures.

•

The figures should be prepared by
an accountant who knows the industry.

•

Ensure all management agreements
are current and complete.

•

Being aware of the capital gains implications including rollover or deferment of tax.

As with all Management Rights sales and
purchasing it pays to seek the specialist
advice of those who serve the industry on
a day to day basis, especially companies
who have been at the forefront of the industry from it’s inception such as BAMR
Window de Stoop
By Phil De Stoop - Director, BAMR

Accountants & Auditors to the
Management Rights Industry
◆
◆
◆
◆
◆

GOLD COAST

BRISBANE

Seabank Building
12-14 Marine Parade
PO Box 10586
Southport QLD 4215
P 07 5532 7539

40 Prospect Street
Fortitude Valley QLD 4006
PO Box 567
Stones Corner QLD 4120
P 07 3252 2219

E pcs@pcsfinance.com.au

www.pcsfinance.com.au
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•

Business structuring
Contract profit verifications – all businesses
Accounting, taxation and audit services
Financial planning & retirement investing
Superannuation including self-managed super funds

BAMR is proud of its Specialist Management
Rights Division that is responsible for tailoring
and implementing all management rights
business structures, preparing all business
reports, profit verifications and audit assignments.

BAMR has completed over 2000 management
rights reports and 8000 audits.

P:
F:
E:
W:

(07) 5591 4444
(07) 5531 1000
admin@bamr.com.au
www.bamr.com.au
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tips for management rights in NSW

Understand What You are Buying!
I know that this sounds basic
but it is really important to understand what you are buying
when you decide on purchasing
management rights in New
South Wales.

•

What sort of an agreement are
you purchasing? One that is
caught by the 10-year term
limitation or one that is not?

•

Are your duties ‘do’, ‘supervisory’ or a combination of
both?

•

•

Is the remuneration that you
will be paid by the Owners
Corporation reasonable, inadequate or excessive?

•

Are there any terms in the
agreement than can be regarded as harsh or unreasonable?

A lot of negative thoughts but you
have to look for the negatives to
than extract the positives!

•

Will the agreements survive a
later challenge by a rogue Executive Committee?

The term limitation applies to
agreements entered into from the
10 February 2003.

•

Are the by-laws adequate to
empower the entering into of
the agreements and is there
sufficient protection against
on-site competition for lettings?

•

Does the complex that you are
buying into have a history of
building problems or disputes
with its manager?

If your agreement was entered into
before that date and you have the
support of your Owners Corporation, you have an unrestricted opportunity to top up your caretaking
agreement. However, do it the
wrong way and you forfeit that
right forever.

•

What are the consequences if
the remuneration is excessive?

What sort of licence will you
need to operate the business
and what is the best way about
obtaining this licence?

Make sure that your purchasing
structure is right. Talk to your accountant or your lawyer to discuss
the pros and cons of a
company/trust structure. When you
have come up with a structure that
suits your particular circumstances,

make sure it is
allowed under
the by-law and
the
agreements.
Some agreements specifically do not
Col Myers
allow a split Partner
structure such SMH
as individuals
owning the management unit for
capital gain tax purposes and a
company or trust owning the management rights.
Only a specialist management rights
law firm like Small Myers Hughes
(SMH Lawyers) can give you the
answers to the above.
Before you buy, have a talk to Col
Myers and understand what you are
looking at buying into!

For For over 20 years Col Myers and his
team of specialists have been providing
unparalled legal service to the New South
Wales management rights industry.
Benefit from our expert practical knowledge
gained from our grass roots involvement in
the growth of the NSW industry.
At Small Myers Hughes, it’s all about
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■

Structuring

■

Variations

■

Renewals

■

Purchasing

■

Selling

■

Establishment of Management Rights

■

Licences & Letting Appointments

■

Advice on all Owners Corporation issues

P: 07 5552 6601
F: 07 5528 0955
W: www.smh.net.au
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relationships!

